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ABSTRACT This paper investigates the prototyping and implementation of an output feedback-based
robust controller on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) platform. The Smart System under Test
(SSuT) in this submission is a flexible cantilever beam bonded with Piezoelectric (PZT 5H) patches that
act as a sensor as well as an actuator (perturbance creation as well as control actuation). For ease of
modeling and subsequent controller design in the laboratory studies, the low-frequency dynamics of the
smart system are approximated to only a Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) in terms of flexural vibrations.
The SSuT is modeled analytically through finite element modeling and experimentally through sub-space
system identification process. The developed models’ accuracy is compared with the experimental results
of non - parametric modeling. The developed models are then used to conduct the simulation studies with
the designed robust output feedback controller in the closed loop. Apart from the simulation studies, the
designed controller was also prototyped on an FPGA platform using LabVIEW FPGA with the associated
hardware in loop to carry out the experimental validation of its performance. The robustness and efficiency
of the prototype controller to control the system vibrations in real-time were proved through extensive tests
at single resonant frequencies and a range of frequencies encompassing the dominant resonant regions in
the flexural mode. Findings from this study are further used to ensure satisfactory active vibration control of
smart cantilever systems in various heavy/aerospace industries by approximating them to suitable benchmark
systems in the laboratory.

INDEX TERMS Smart systems, active vibration control, mathematical modeling, LabVIEW FPGA, output
feedback control, simulation and real-time control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Low-frequency dynamics of an electro-mechanical system
can be best analyzed via the occurring vibrations. These
vibrations tend to affect the stability as well as operational
efficiency of real-time systems/machines/structures, espe-
cially at the dominant resonant frequencies [1], [2]. Hence,
Active Vibration Control (AVC) at these low frequencies is
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approving it for publication was Shunfeng Cheng.

of great importance as it ensures the stability as well as the
subsequent precise operational ability of real-time systems of
various scales [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The simplest and most
effective method of actively controlling the system vibrations
is via direct output feedback-based proportional control
with the measured parameter being strain, displacement,
acceleration, velocity, etc., as studied and proved by [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12], [13], and [14]. Active vibration
control of cantilever beam structures is also achieved using
hybrid feedback PID-FxLMS algorithm, which combines
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the feedback FxLMS algorithm and conventional PID
controller [15]. Modern optimal controllers like Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR), Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(LQG), and H-infinity [16] are implemented in experimental
investigations for active vibration control of cantilever beams.
Simulation and experimental studies have highlighted the
independent modal space optimal control techniques based
on LQR [17] for the active control of the smart beam
structure incorporating uncertainties. Fractional order model
reference adaptive controllers have also been explored
to achieve active vibration isolation of piezo actuated
systems [18]. Accelerometers [13], [19], [20], [21], [22],
strain gauges [23], [24], laser doppler vibrometers [25],
[26], [27], [28], [29] and embedded piezoelectric patches
[8], [9], [10], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34] are some of
the transducers used to measure the system vibrations
for subsequent design and realization of active vibration
controllers. Piezoelectric transducers/actuators are highly
popular in achieving active vibration control, especially at
low frequencies of flexible systems/structures [35]. This
is attributed to its various inherent features such as light
in weight, embedding of the transducer/actuator onto the
system/structure via suitable adhesive, low power consump-
tion, high force output, quick response time, as well as the
absence of magnetic field and its associated effects during
the electromechanical energy conversion process [36]. Any
system vibration control is possible only by first capturing
the system’s dynamics on a simulation platform [37]. The
authors in their work [38] highlighted the finite element
modeling procedure used to model their system under study
mathematically. By implementing displacement and velocity
feedback control strategies, active control of the system
vibrations was achieved. The authors in their work [10], [30],
[31], [33], [34], [39], [40] developed analytical models of the
piezo-composite cantilever beam employing finite element
techniques incorporating the dynamics of the beam as well as
piezo patch elements. Further, through successful simulations
as well as in real-time, prototypes of classical [10], [33]
and robust active controllers [30], [31], [34] were developed
and deployed in the loop for control of system vibrations.
An experimental study on active vibration damping of a
cantilever structure was undertaken by [41], wherein the
system was modeled via system identification technique
with a state feedback controller designed by pole placement
method operating in the closed loop.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY
In the submitted work, the non-parametric modeling of
the SuT was theoretically determined and further validated
experimentally [8], [9], [10]. The obtained results from the
non-parametric modeling process are shown in Table 1.
Subsequently, the parametric model was derived [10], [30],
[31], [37]. Further, from the experimentally obtained input
output data of the SuT, sub-space-based system identification
techniques [42], [43], [44] were implemented to identify

FIGURE 1. Block schematic of Active Vibration Control of SSuT with
Hardware in loop.

its accurate mathematical model. This yielded a highly
accurate open-loop model incorporating the piezo exciter-
sensor dynamics. The frequency responses of the identified
mathematical models validated the results obtained in the
non-parametric modeling procedure. An impulse test was
carried out on the system [10], [30], [31]. Figure 1 depicts
the complete active vibration control of the SSuT with the
embedded hardware in loop employed in this study. The
host-PC is used to visualise the results of the controllers
operation as well as to input the changes required in the
controller parameters without halting its execution. The
dominant flexural modes of vibrations were recorded from
the spectral response shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding
piezo sensor voltages were recorded as in Table 2, from
which the dominant flexural modes (SDOF dynamics in
focus) were determined to exist only till the second flexural
mode. Accordingly, the scope of this work was restricted
to the first two dominant modes of flexural vibrations
of the SuT. In the final stage, a novel robust output
feedback-based controller was designed and tested through
computer simulations. The controller efficiency was tested
at individual resonant frequencies and over a range that
included the dominant resonant frequencies. Subsequently,
the designed controller was prototyped on an FPGA platform
using LabVIEW FPGA with the associated hardware in
loop. Its operational efficiency was validated through the
same individual and multi-mode resonant conditions. Thus,
real-time active control of vibrations of the SSuT was
achieved through this novel controller, which is an essential
contribution to the existing literature in the same field.
The understanding from the results presented here forms

FIGURE 2. Spectral response of SuT to impulse test.
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TABLE 1. Parameters of System under Test (SuT) - Aluminum cantilever
beam with embedded piezoelectric patches.

TABLE 2. Measured flexural modes and related piezo sensor voltage.

the basis of developing and prototyping further advanced
controllers covering multiple degrees of freedom, which can
then be extrapolated to actual cantilever systems in various
heavy/aerospace industries.

III. ANALYTIC APPROACH TO MODELING OF THE SSuT
The low-frequency dynamics of a flexible beam element is
determined by the fourth order partial differential equation
shown in (1) as illustrated in work of [37], which was
later applied in finite element modeling for deriving the
global mass and global stiffness matrices of a piezoelec-
tric laminate cantilever beam at first resonance by [10].
The system model derived here was also further used
in the works of [30] and [31] to design various other
robust active control strategies for damping the system
vibrations.

EbIb
∂4w(x, t)

∂x4
+ ρbAb

∂2w(x, t)
∂t2

= fext∗ (1)

where Eb is the young’s modulus of aluminum that con-
stituted the beam element, Ab being the cross sectional
area of the beam element, Ib being the moment of inertia
calculated based on the geometry of the system, w(x, t) is
the displacement function of a two node beam element while

fext∗ is the external force applied on the beam element. Now,
through the application of suitable boundary conditions [10],
[30], [31], [33], [34] the general solution to the low frequency
dynamics of a two node beam element is determined as
in (2)

w(x, t)

=
1

L3b


L3b 0 0 0
0 L3bx 0 0

−3Lbx2 −2L2bx
2 3Lbx2 −L2bx

2

2x3 Lbx3 −2x3 Lbx3



w1
θ1
w2
θ2


(2)

As shown in [30], [31], [33], and [34], the residual function
(Rd ) defined in (3) is solved as in (4) using a derived shape
function q over the entire beam element length Lb from (2) so
as to obtain the optimum solution.

Rd = EbIb
∂4w(x, t)

∂x4
+ ρbAb

∂2w(x, t)
∂t2

− fext (3)∫ Lb

0
(Rd × q)dx = 0 (4)

Further analysis involved the beam element’s mass Mb,
stiffness K b and it being subjected to a harmonic excitation
with fb being the force vector as in (5). This resulted in the
optimum solution for motion of the beam element as derived
in (6):

Mbq̈+ K bq = f b(t) (5)
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=


F1
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(6)

Following the works of [37], the final state space model of
the smart system derived through analyticmeans by analysing
and solving (6) as shown in (7) and (8):

ẋ1
ẋ2
ẋ3
ẋ4

 =

(
0 I

−M∗−1K∗
−M∗−1C∗

) 
x1
x2
x3
x4
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TABLE 3. Frequency comparison between analytic model and the
physical system.

FIGURE 3. Time response of the developed model to sweep sine
excitation for first two flexural modes.

FIGURE 4. Frequency response of the developed model for first two
flexural modes.

+

(
0

M∗−1T T h

)
u(t) +

(
0

M∗−1T T f

)
r(t) (7)

y(t) =
(
0 pTT

) 
x1
x2
x3
x4

 (8)

Through analytic means, the mathematical models of the
system corresponding to individual resonant frequencies
and multiple modes of dominant resonance regions were
derived. The bode plots of the derived models validated
the accuracy of the entire modeling procedure in terms
of a good match between the frequencies of the derived
models with those of the physical system (observed from
their nonparametric modeling). Table 3 highlights the close
match between the resonant frequencies of the derived
mathematical models with that of the real system for the first
three dominant flexural resonances. The developed models
were also subjected to sweep sine excitation covering the
dominant frequency ranges as shown in Fig. 3. From the
resulting frequency plot shown in Fig. 4, magnitude peaks
were observed at the first and second resonance regions with
the magnitude of the peak at second resonance considerably
less than that at first resonance. This is in line with the

understood theory of system vibrations as explained by [1]
and [2].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO MODELING OF SSuT
As shown by [45], a system identification technique can
be adopted to estimate the properties of the SSuT and
its dynamic response. Various excitation signals like step
input [6], white noise [46], [47], and harmonic sweep sine
excitation [10], [30], [31], [48], [49] can be used as the system
input.

Reference [47] performed system identification after
exciting a piezoelectric laminated plate by band-limited
white noise excitation. From the measured data, a 3 × 3
reduced order multi-input, multi-output model was identified
through the subspace identification method. With an impulse
input [50], system identification techniqueswere employed to
identify the mathematical models of an aluminium beamwith
piezoelectric sensing and actuation abilities for necessary
AVC. The system models identified in this work are followed
by the works of [30], [43], and [44]. The smart system was
subjected to impulse and sweep sine excitation in an open
loop. A second order analog bandpass filter was employed to
minimize errors caused by system noises. From the measured
input-output data, the input and output BlockHankel matrices
were defined as in (9) and (10), respectively, with the
subscripts p and f denoting the past and future instances.

U0|2i−1
def
=



u0 u1 u2 . . . uj−1
u1 u2 u3 . . . uj
...

...
...

...
...

ui−1 ui ui+1 . . . ui+j−2
ui ui+1 ui+2 . . . ui+2
ui+1 ui+2 ui+3 . . . ui+j−1

...
...

...
...

...

u2i−1 u2i u2i+1 . . . u2i+j−2


def
=

(
U0|i−1
Ui|2i−1

)
def
=

(
Up
Uf

)
(9)

Y0|2i−1
def
=

(
Yp
Yf

)
(10)

As shown in (11), the projection matrix (Zi) can be computed
from the measured data (Past inputs and outputs Wp and
future system input Uf ) without the knowledge of future
system outputs (Yf ).

Zi = Yf /
(
Wp
Uf

)
= 0iX̂i + Hd

i Uf (11)

where, the Kalman filter state sequence (X̂i) is defined in
terms of the initial state matrix (X̂0) as well as initial matrix
(P0) as X̂i

def
= X̂i[X̂0,P0] WithW1 ∈ ℜ

li×li andW2 ∈ ℜ
j×j being

user defined weighting matrices, the extended observability
matrix can be written as in (12)

0i = W−1
1 U1S

1/2
1 T (12)
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The projection matrix can be written as in (13)

Zi+1 = Y−

f /

(
W+
p

U−

f

)
= 0i−1 ˆXi+1 + Hd

i−1U
−

f (13)

with ˆXi+1
def
= ˆXi+1[X̂0,P0]

. (W+
p ,U−

f andY
−

f ) are the
reorganized matrices obtained from the measured input -
output data. Further solution results in the representation of
the system matrices in terms of the Kalman filter estimates at
instants ′i′ and ′i+ 1′ are obtained as shown in (14)(

ˆXi+1
yi|i

)
=

(
A B
C D

) (
X̂i
Ui|i

)
+

(
ρw
ρv

)
(14)

where ρw and ρv are the residuals from which the covariances
are computed. Sub-space-based system identification tech-
niques identified the vibrating system’s mathematical models
for the first two and first three flexural modes, just as was
done in analytical modeling. The procedure was repeated in
the experimental tests by subjecting the system to harmonic
excitations of varying frequencies covering the first two
flexural modes. Fig. 5 illustrates the close match between
the dynamics of the identified model with that of the actual
system, thereby validating the identified model of the system
under test for the first two flexural modes of vibrations.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of the sweep sine responses of the system and its
identified model for first two flexural modes.

V. DESIGN OF THE OUTPUT FEEDBACK ROBUST
CONTROLLER FOR ACTIVE CONTROL
OF VIBRATIONS OF SSuT
In this manuscript, active control of the vibrations occurring
in the piezo composite beam was controlled via the output
feedback-based control strategy. The controller was designed
from the fundamental principles as discussed in [51]. The
efficiency of the designed controller was tested and validated
in the simulations studies. After that, the controller was
prototyped using the cRIO FPGA controller using the
LabVIEW FPGA software platform. An nth order system is
described in (15) as:

ẋ = Ax + Bu

y = Cx (15)

The control law is selected as in (16)

u = −Kx̂ + Krr (16)

where the nth order observer output (x̂) is expressed as:

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Bu+ L(y− Cx̂) (17)

Appropriate analysis of the closed loop system was achieved
by replacing x̂ by:

x̃ = x − x̂ (18)

Subsequent calculations yielded (19)

˙̃x = (A− LC)x̃ (19)

Introducing (16) and (18) in (19) and upon further simplifi-
cation resulted in (20)

ẋ = (A− BK )x + BKx̃ + BKrr (20)

Hence, the final state equation of the closed loop system can
be written as:(

ẋ
˙̃x

)
=

(
A− BK BK

0 A− LC

) (
x
x̃

)
+

(
BKr
0

)
r (21)

In the first stage of the simulations, the system was subjected
to harmonic excitation at its first resonant frequency of
27.05 Hz. The introduction of the controller in the loop
resulted in a substantial reduction of the system vibrations,
as shown in Table 4. Subsequently, the system was excited
at the next dominant resonant frequency of 172.53 Hz, and
the controller effectively damped out the sensed vibrations at
the second resonance. The robustness of the output feedback
controller was verified from the sweep sine excitation, which
was conducted for multiple modes of flexural vibrations
covering the dominant resonant frequencies. Fig 6 and Fig 7
depict the vibrating system’s open loop and closed loop
responses when subjected to sweep sine excitation covering
the first two dominant resonant regions.

FIGURE 6. Open loop piezo sensor voltage waveform to sweep sine
excitation for first two flexural modes of vibrations.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF ACTIVE CONTROL
OF VIBRATIONS OF THE SSuT WITH THE FPGA
CONTROLLER IN LOOP
In the final section, the designed controller was implemented
in real-time on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
platform using the LabVIEW FPGA software platform with
the necessary hardware in the loop. The controller was
prototyped using LabVIEW FPGA and transferred via the
Local Area Network to the remote Compact Reconfigurable
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TABLE 4. Performance evaluation (Simulations) of the designed controller over various modes of system excitation.

TABLE 5. Real time performance evaluation of the prototyped FPGA controller over various modes of system excitation.

FIGURE 7. Piezo sensor voltage waveform to sweep sine excitation for
first two flexural modes of vibrations in closed loop.

FIGURE 8. Experimental setup with hardware in loop.

Input Output (cRIO-9022) controller, which was connected
to the piezo sensor/ actuator amplifier systems. The block
schematic of the closed-loop system with the FPGA con-
troller in the loop is shown in Fig 1. The pictorial view of
the experimental setup used in this study is shown in Fig 8.
Apart from testing the controller’s efficiency at individual
resonant frequencies in real-time, as in simulation studies, the

FIGURE 9. Open loop sweep sine sensor voltage waveform for the first
two flexural modes of vibrations.

FIGURE 10. Closed loop sweep sine sensor voltage waveform for the first
two modes of vibrations.

closed-loop system was subjected to sweep sine excitation
covering multiple modes of dominant flexural vibrations.
Table 5 along with Fig 9 and Fig 10 depict the experimental
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TABLE 6. Comparison of control efficiency of the proposed outpit feedback controller with other FPGA controllers on the same SSuT.

results of harmonic as well as sweep sine excitation of the
closed loop system, thereby confirming satisfactory active
control of the smart system at the dominant regions of
vibrations.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The work presented in this manuscript showcases an
elaborate study of mathematical modeling through analytical
and experimental means of a vibrating piezoelectric laminate
cantilever beam (smart system) for individual and multiple
modes of flexural vibrations. The mathematical model
developed through both techniques is analyzed in both
- time and frequency domains and the obtained results
validate the entire modeling procedure adopted in this study.
The proposed controller’s performance is compared with
other FPGA controllers deployed for the same intelligent
system with the same hardware in loop conditions. The
results of the control performance of the implemented FPGA
controllers for dominant resonant regions are depicted in
table 6. It is observed that the computational complexity,
as well as memory resources needed for the execution of
the proposed controller, is less, and its control performance
is comparable with that of the listed FPGA controllers.
As the table shows, the proposed Output Feedback (OF) con-
troller’s performance is highly satisfactory from a real-time
execution perspective. Consequently, with further tuning
of the controller parameters, its operational performance
can exceed that of the implemented PDSM controller.
The distinct features of this paper are summarized as
follows:

1) Application of the core mathematical principle named
combined deterministic – stochastic subspace-based
system identification for developing a highly accurate
mathematical model of a time-invariant low-frequency
dynamics of an intelligent benchmark engineering
system.

2) The proposed and implemented robust controller takes
very little computational time and memory resources.
This is a highly desirable feature of real-time active
vibration control for applications with fast-time invari-
ant dynamics in heavy industries, aerospace, etc.

3) The proposed robust controller has been tested
in simulations and experimentally verified for an
Euler-Bernoulli smart cantilever beam, whose vibra-
tions are more profound, especially during low-
frequency resonance. This is an update to the existing

literature, where a similar controller was implemented
for a smart Timoshenko cantilever beam [39], [40]

4) The conducted experimental investigation involved an
FPGA platform, due to which the controller parameters
could be varied in real-time in the loop without halting
its execution. This feature makes it attractive for
developing a practical Application-Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC).

The simulation studies illustrated the efficiency of the
designed output feedback controller at individual modes and
themultiple modes of flexural vibrations, which are dominant
in vibrations-related voltage amplitude. The operational
efficiency of the controller was validated in real-time by
prototyping it on a low-level FPGA platform using LabVIEW
FPGA coupled with the necessary DAQ hardware and
cRIO controller configured in its FPGA interface mode.
From the experimental studies, the developed controller was
found to be highly satisfactory in controlling the major
modes of vibrations, which usually threaten the stability and
operational efficiency of the smart system.
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